
 

Massive Peermont Mondior overhaul completed

4-star Gaborone hotel, Peermont Mondior has completed a P5.3 million refurbishment of its 67 suites and studio rooms.
Peermont Mondior is located in the city's business district, a mere 15km from the Sir Seretse Khama International Airport,
making it a popular choice for business and leisure travellers.

According to the hotel’s general manager, Ted Soutter, the rooms have been given a complete makeover from top to
bottom. The previous safari-themed décor was replaced with a more modern green and soft grey colour palette, along with
brand new carpeting, bed throws and scatter cushions. All couches and dining room chairs have been fully reupholstered,
bringing the hotel’s 36 studios, 32 suites and the special assistance room bang up to date with the latest trends.

The latest mod cons

“We are fully aware that the majority of our clients are business travellers who are looking for comfortable accommodation
with the latest mod cons,” says Soutter. “Our rooms have been redesigned accordingly with sleek, modern lines and a
tranquil colour scheme – the ideal spot to unwind after a plane trip, an adventure into the famous wildlife areas or after a
day of meetings, not to mention a convenient space to catch up on work, especially with the seamless internet capability.”
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Significant attention has also been paid to the functionality of each room. New bedside lighting doubles as reading lamps,
with more targeted lighting being installed in the form of workstation lamps. Each room now boasts state-of-the-art energy-
saving Daikon air conditioning units that provide whisper-quiet comfort when needed.

“It’s not just about looks,” explains Soutter. “Although we are exceptionally proud of the rooms’ décor – including the new
framed artwork in the bathrooms and the Botswana basket collage above the headboard – our guests also need their hotel
room to function on a variety of levels. Some wish to make use of our convenient semi self-catering units, while others
enjoy the accessibility of the vibey News Café restaurant that is adjacent to the hotel. We also cater for long-staying guests,
which means that our rooms need to offer home-away-from-home convenience and utilities.”

Located close to the Gaborone International Convention Centre, the Peermont Mondior also offers outstanding conference
facilities for up to 50 guests, improved internet connectivity, secure parking and a swimming pool. Guests can also make
use of the hotels’ complimentary Airport Shuffle service and free uncapped Wi-Fi.
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